American States and Nations (Trading) Bank --- Part Two

By Anna Von Reitz

In Part One we discussed the difference between actual money, which must have actual value as a commodity in-and-of-itself and "legal tender"---- stocks, bonds, letters of credit, insurance indemnity receipts, etc.

We also discussed the fact that while the original members of Congress were enabled to act as either Fiduciary Deputies and convene a Continental Congress representing the land jurisdiction government under Article X (a public office), or, act as Representatives and convene a United States Congress to oversee the nineteen operations delegated to the federal government in international jurisdiction (a private corporate office), they in Breach of Trust ceased to operate the land jurisdiction office with the passage of the 19th Amendment to their corporate constitution called “The Constitution of the United States of America”.

Ever since then they have been obliged to operate on legal (fiction) tender and to issue look-alike but significantly altered coinage, because only lawful land jurisdiction governments can issue actual money.

We also discussed the difference between "commerce" and "trade"---- commerce is business between incorporated entities, trade is business between unincorporated entities including actual people and unincorporated businesses --- and also unincorporated states operating as unincorporated body politics.

The American States and Nations (Trading) Bank is an unincorporated public bank operated for the benefit of actual people and unincorporated businesses and states.

Just as all the banks you are familiar with “presume” that you are operating as a franchise of the federal corporation and doing business as JOHN MAYNARD DOE, our American States and Nations Bank presumes that you are operating as an unincorporated free man or unincorporated business.

Just as all the banks you are familiar with presume that you are depositing and transferring and holding private bank script called “Federal Reserve Notes” into and out of your accounts, American States and Nations Bank presumes that you are depositing, transferring, and holding lawful asset-backed money.

After all, digits can represent anything and often do.

Do the digits in your checking account stand for Federal Reserve Notes or United States Silver Dollars or United States Notes? Nobody really knows or is held accountable for what those digits represent until you “denominate” them. You have a choice to act as a “United States Citizen” or a “citizen of the United States” or an American State National. You can use legal tender or you can use lawful money.

Since 1933 the banks have been assuming that everything coming into every account is Federal Reserve Notes. They presume this because that is advantageous to them both in terms of controlling the accounts and in siphoning value out of
them---- but you can choose to denominate funds however you choose. This is the back side of the “dollar for dollar” exchange rate established by Congress in 1933. You can write a letter to the CEO of your bank and inform him/her that all funds being deposited, transferred within, or transferred out of your accounts is to be “denominated as lawful money”--- and in an atmosphere of bail-ins and seizures and bank closures, I highly recommend that you do so and send your letter via Registered Mail with a Return Receipt Requested so that you have proof that you have fully informed the bank. This keeps the rats from seizing your assets under the false presumption that your assets are actually their assets---- their private script. It also keeps them from seizing your accounts or executing liens against them under the false presumption that the accounts belong to a public franchise corporation. Or you can choose to do your business with a Trade Bank. A Trade Bank instead presumes that all accounts are deposits of lawful money, so you don’t have to clarify your intent or denominate the nature of the contents of your accounts. They also presume that all accounts are private accounts held by living people or unincorporated businesses. A commercial bank exists to serve entities involved in commerce --- transactions between incorporated entities, like General Foods buying a fleet of vehicles from Ford Motor Company. Such banks are all private corporate banks being used by the public. A Trade Bank exists to serve the needs of living people and small unincorporated businesses and associations. Such banks are public banks devoted to private use, but they are often described as a “Private Bank” because that’s who uses them---- private people, private businesses, private institutions. Please note that this can be confusing. People assume that the big privately owned commercial banks are public institutions, because they are regulated---- or supposed to be, by Congress and “State” governments. In fact, because all these banks are corporations operating as franchises of one or another federal corporations, such as say, the STATE OF CALIFORNIA, the only regulation they are under is the fox guarding the hen house kind. They are all heavily insured and none of them operate under full commercial liability for anything they do. Trade banks like American States and Nations Bank operate under full commercial liability. They aren’t eligible to be insured by FDIC because they are not franchises of the federal corporation or any federated “State of State” organization. Whatever insurance they provide depositors is based first and foremost on their obligation to operate under full commercial liability. They can’t steal, give away, seize, confiscate, or otherwise mess with your assets on deposit because your assets are known to be private property, not the property of public franchises. If they do, they and their owners and managers are all subject to criminal prosecution under Common Law and can lose every penny they have in addition to serving lengthy prison sentences. This is radically different than the prospects for the corporate bank executives who can get away with murder--- financial murder, paper murder--- and skate away with all their own assets untouched. When you stop and think about it you will realize that they only reason to insure your deposits is that they can be lost, stolen, confiscated, or seized upon by the private incorporated banks and their own creditors----and they are not liable for this, because they aren’t operating under full commercial liability. They can plead bankruptcy and all sorts of other excuses and get away with it. The only institution insuring your deposits is in fact another corporation spawned by the same parent corporation that operates all these banks as franchises in the first place. So what do you have in actuality?
When the parent company folds it takes down all its franchises with it, including the franchises supposedly insuring your deposits---- so you get cleaned out, insured or not. It's just another scam to make you think that these banks are safe when in fact they are not dealing honestly or responsibly in the first place and are not accepting even the burden of the Prudent Man Standard, which requires the operators of a Trade Bank to demonstrate that they have acted as a prudent man would act in the discharge of their duty as your fiduciaries. Although they pretend otherwise, all these incorporated banks are in fact "at your own risk service providers" that are providing banking services as franchises of the governmental services corporations. The unincorporated Trade Banks are the only true public banks in the nation and they operate under Article X as lawful rather than legal institutions. When you elect to live as an American State National you will need and want to use lawful money. You will want the services of a Trade Bank---- but you will also have to identify your political status explicitly and you will also have to accept the realities of life and banking. Yes, a tornado can tear a bank apart. Thieves can break in and steal. A hacker can break in, too, and steal important transaction and ownership records. Many, many things can happen and as a depositor with a Trade Bank you have to accept the fact that the men and women holding your private property in safekeeping are not God. They can't guarantee against such eventualities. All they can guarantee is their own good faith performance and due diligence as faithful fiduciaries. You also have to accept the fact that there is no insurance better than that--- at least not in this world. The FDIC can't insure your deposits against itself. As a final reality, you also have to accept that Trade Banks by their honest nature, have to be paid for providing honest services. The big incorporated banks provide “free checking” and other services for free because they are making out like bandits using and abusing your “public assets”. They are being paid royally, via undisclosed predation. Trade banks do not engage in such practices, so must charge fees for their operating expenses, employee salaries, and overhead. Trade banks are not in the business to make money and are organized as private international service organizations instead. In an international setting, American Trade Banks operated under Article X are already enabled to participate in the new Chinese IEX systems, because they are already dealing with precious metals-backed currency and deposits of lawful asset-backed money. All they need is help connecting to the new trading platforms physically and in terms of training personnel, etc., and their depositors will provide all the capitalization necessary. All those who have been worried about the lack of “United States” participation in these new BRICs Trading Platforms need only consider what the word “trade” implies, and the fact that the Federal Reserve Banks don’t operate in trade, they operate in commerce. American States and Nations Bank has been organized under Sovereign Letters Patent as an unincorporated International Organization --- a Trade Bank operated under Article X to serve as a "central bank" for the American States and Nations on the land jurisdiction of the United States, using lawful money, serving living people and unincorporated businesses and associations, including Jural Assemblies, the fifty unincorporated land jurisdiction states, and churches which have chosen to dissolve corporate affiliations. Everyone needs to step back and look hard at the jurisdictional issues involved and ask— which "United States” are you talking about? The land jurisdiction government of the people, by the people, and for the people operated by American State
Nationals? Well, then, that version of “United States” has always operated honestly and in good faith and uses very well-known international lawful money known as the United States Silver Dollar. We may well get our Yankee Doodle up and issue either more United States Silver Dollars or issue American States Silver Dollars to avoid any further confusion of us and our lawful money with the British Subjects operating the United States of America, Inc., who have promulgated all this fraud and misrepresented their “Federal Reserve Notes” and other forms of legal tender such as “United States Notes” as “United States Dollars”.

Please note that that is “United States Dollars” as opposed to “United States Silver Dollars”. Take a look at all the new money products they are offering, especially the so-called Rainbow Notes which have been issued in the same exact colors as the fake money in a Monopoly Board Game set. It appears that their arrogance, and in the end, their stupidity, knows no bounds. Such money is not money, because it has no intrinsic value in-and-of-itself. It is at most “legal tender”---- I.O.Us known as bonds, stock certificates, letters of credit, etc. that is being foisted off instead of money and hypothecated without consensually granted authority against the labor and other private and public assets of the American people.

The United States Congress as opposed to the United States in Congress Assembled has no ability to issue actual money and there is no hope to be had in wishing or expecting them or their central bank operated by the Federal Reserve to come forward and participate in new asset-backed monetary system. They can't do it, for reasons explained in American States and Nations (Trade) Bank, Part I.

The American States and Nations Bank is a properly organized and ordained central trade bank, and with a little help, it can do all the things that the Federal Reserve cannot.
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